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I. INTRODUCTION
cess will depend on the density of absorbers, the magnitude of the laser's frequency fluctuations, and the sensitivity of In the weak-field limit of radiative interactions, it is easy the cross section to those fluctuations. to think of resonant absorption as a passive process: an opIn the regime of high Fourier frequencies, PM-to-AM tical field impinges on an atom or molecule and within some conversion finds application as a novel spectroscopic techcross-sectional area a-, the atom has a high probability for nique [3, 4] . Basically, for Fourier frequencies of the field's absorbing the radiant energy. In nearly all respects, with the phase fluctuations that match an atomic or molecular resoexception of the field's detuning from resonance, this viewnance, the absorption cross section can display large amplipoint considers o-as an intrinsic, static property of the metude oscillations [5] . Thus, the noise spectrum of the transdium that is independent of the field. In point of fact, howmitted light will show "bright lines" at resonance ever, resonant absorption is a dynamidc process even in the frequencies, yielding information on atomic structure [6] or wever, resonant. Absorps a dynseqenamc, procs en single de the absorbing medium's elemental composition [7] . In the weak-field limit. As a consequence, though a single-mode regime of low Fourier frequencies, however, (less than about diode laser is essentially monochromatic, the field's residual 10 kHz) PM-to-AM conversion is of no utility; it is simply a stochastic variations can generate relatively large fluctuations source of excess noise, and as such is to be eliminated if in a resonant vapor's absorption cross section.
possible. Unfortunately, as may be appreciated from Eq. (1), The consequences of field-induced cross-section fluctua-PM-to-AM conversion is inherent to the absorption process tions may be understood qualitatively through Beer's law and cannot be eliminated [8] ; it may only be ameliorated.
[1]. If 8&o(t) represents the stochastic frequency (i.e., phase)
This issue of PM-to-AM conversion is of more than acavariations of a laser field (most typically associated with demic interest, since research has shown that the perforquantum noise), and 8E(t) represents the field's stochastic mance of vapor-cell atomic clocks may be seriously limited amplitude fluctuations (due perhaps to mode partition noise), by this noise process [9] . Though the most straightforward then under the assumption that these variations are "small," mitigation strategy is to simply reduce the single-mode laser's linewidth [10] , and hence the level of the field's phase IN ( o0o-) [ . noise, such an option is not always viable, nor is it necessar-I(zt)=[] t +d e() ily the optimum strategy in all situations.
To understand better how a medium's absorption cross Here, 8I(z,t) represents the random fluctuations of the light section responds to a fluctuating field, the present study intensity transmitted to a depth z in the absorbing medium; looks at the effect of collisional dephasing on the efficiency [N] is the number density of absorbing atoms or molecules in of PM-to-AM conversion. Specifically, in Secs. II and III we the vapor, and we note that in the case of single-mode diode describe our experiment and its results examining PMw lasers the phase noise term has the dominant influence. Of to-AM conversion in a vapor of Rb 87 atoms perturbed by N 2 course, the idea of small frequency variations is problematic collisions. Basically, we find that there is a dramatic decrease for a single-mode laser, since the (nearly) S-correlated aspect in the efficiency of PM-to-AM conversion when the colliof the fluctuations implies that the root-mean-square value of sional dephasing rate exceeds the optical transition's So(t) is exceptionally large [2] . Nonetheless, Eq. (1) makes Doppler-broadened linewidth. In Sec. IV, we outline a theory it clear that laser phase modulation noise (PM) can be conof PM-to-AM conversion that includes buffer-gas dephasing verted to transmitted intensity (i.e., amplitude) modulation collisions, and we show that when the time scale of collinoise (AM), and that the efficiency of this conversion prosional dephasing is much shorter than the field's correlation MHz. This is somewhat broader than the estimated Doppler width, ](a-)--K (F= 1 )-((F' = 2) transition, so that to some extent the atomic = I/L ln [lo/l~] . These measurements are shown in Fig. 3 for system mimics a two-level atom. In the experiments, we emour 1-, 10-, and 100-Torr N 2 cells. For each cell, we chose an ployed several isotopically enriched Rb resonance cells with operating light intensity for the RIN measurements that was N 2 buffer-gas pressures ranging from 1 to 100 torr. The resorelatively large (so that shot noise on the photodetector nance cells had a diameter of 2.2 cm, a length L of 3.9 cm, would not confound our measurements), but small enough so and were wound with braided wire and actively stabilized to that the attenuation coefficient wvas relatively insensitive to a temperature of -38 °C (i.e., [Rb 8 7 ] light-intensity variation (i.e., no optical pumping reduction =r7.5X 101 cm-3 [11] ). After passing through an optical of Rb 87 [12] ). For general reference, we note that at low light isolator, the laser beam was attenuated, expanded and then intensity, our average absorption cross section for the apertured so as to create a fairly uniform spatial profile. The laser-tuned on resonance in the I torr cell was diameter of the beam entering the resonance cell was 0.8 cm.
-5.2X 10-12 cm 2 . Prior to measuring diode laser RIN for one of our cells,
The difference in the low-intensity asymptotes for the we measured the number density of atoms in the absorbing three cells is primarily due to the fact that the average ab- perature variations, and, therefore, demonstrate that N 2 pressure has a very clear effect on PM-to-AM conversion efficiency. A VD, whereas in the 100-Torr cell pressure broadening gives rise to a 1.6 Gfz linewidth. (The N 2 pressure-broadening the resonance cell, but prior to calibration for cell-to-cell coefficient for the Rb Dt transition is 16.3 MHz/Torr [13] .) therane variat In t casesrationaser before Since it was difficult to get each of the resonance cells to temperature variations. In all cases our laser RIN before exactly the same temperature, the alkali number densities passing through the resonance cell showed no appreciable (and hence the 8ao.
values) were not directly comparable change with laser tuning [16] , and on average was about from cell to cell. Therefore, we used these asymptotes to 1.7X 10-6. Notice that except for the 100-torr resonance calibrate our alkali densities.
cell, the transmitted RIN is nonzero on resonance. This is in As is well known, since A v(cr) is essentially a constant contrast to the simple interpretation of cross-section fluctuafor a given resonance [14], any variation among values of tion effects expressed by Eq. (1), which indicates that the KAv must be due to variations in alkali number density.
transmitted RIN is zero whenever the derivative of the abTherefore, to calibrate the number density in our cells we sorption line shape is zero. first computed values of KoA v of each cell, where K, is the Figure 5 constitutes the main experimental results of the asymptotic value of the attenuation coefficient and A v present work. There, the rms value of the cross-section fluc- 2 [15] with P the N 2 pressure and 83 the N 2 tuations is shown as a function of the N 2 pressure, and we pressure-broadening coefficient. We then computed the averhave calibrated the data to account for cell-to-cell temperaage value Of K 0 A V for all our cells, and compared any parture variations. Diamonds correspond to a laser detuning that ticular cell's value of this quantity with the average. Specifiyields a maximum in the fluctuations, while circles correcally, to calibrate our measurements we multiplied the RIN spond to the laser-tuned on resonance. As the figure clearly by the ratio of KtA v to (KoA V), shows, increasing the N 2 pressure beyond some critical value leads to a reduction in cross-section fluctuations.
/KoAV
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The dashed curves correspond to fits of the data to the
For our measurements, this procedure indicated that the av-1 erage deviation of Rb 87 among our cells was about 20%, corresponding to a cell-to-cell temperature variation of ap-
Once an appropriate laser intensity was chosen for a paro ticular resonance cell, we proceeded to the RIN measure-= 0.01
ments. First, we chopped the light and measured the average 6-\ N laser intensity on our reference and signal photodiodes using the lock-in amplifier. Then, without light chopping, we mea-0.001[ 1 /(i.e., r,,,,-=-6 X 0-9 s for a laser with a 50 MHz linewidth).
.the field's amplitude and frequency remain unchanged during Rb, the collision. Consequently, we can view the stochastic field as a continuous random perturbation on the atom, ignoring the collisional interruptions in this interaction. By the same argument, however, we must recognize that the binary buffer-gas perturbation is not properly described as a continuous random process, but more akin to sudden,
7
random impulses that scramble the phase of the field-atom N, interaction. Notwithstanding this recognition of the collisions' stochastic nature, we will model the buffer-gas perturbation as a continuous random process in what follows. This is valid, since we average atomic evolution over a time 'a, that is long compared to the duration of a collision but short A,-compared to the field's correlation time (i.e., we average the collisional perturbation over T-.g thereby distributing its effect over this time interval). For the maximum fluctuations curve (i.e., A,, 0 0), o0-, In this case, as may be readily shown using Maxwell's equa-= 1.7X 10-16 cm 2 , while for the on-resonance curve, 5o0" tions and the relationship between polarizability and average = 3.1 X 10-17 cm 2 . These values are clearly related to the dipole moment [1, 17] , the absorption cross section has a laser's linewidth, and would be larger or smaller depending relatively simple dependence on the expansion coefficients on the laser's intrinsic phase noise. For both curves, howof Eq. (6), ever, we obtain P,=27 Tonr. Thus, when the pressurebroadened linewidth is just a bit narrower than the Doppler 161Ir 2 Ileg lm[a*age-i46t) (7) width (i.e., fiPo=440<Av1=510 MHz), 8a", falls to 0 £oae( about a half of its maximum value. Further, since the same v alue of P, is obtained for both curves, this statement apHere, keg and iAeg are the transition wavelength and dipole pears to be true independent of the laser tuning. moment, respectively; E, is the amplitude of the field; 0(t) is the stochastic phase of the field, and we have assumed that M. THEORY OF PM-TO-AM IN THE PRESENCE the index of refraction of the vapor is near unity and that the OF COLLISIONAL-DEPHASING laser is tuned on resonance. (As our interest is in PM-to-AM conversion, we restrict consideration to phase-diffusion A. General considerations fields [18] .) Written in this way, the dynamic nature of the Figure 6 illustrates the interaction of a Rb atom with a absorption cross section is readily apparent, since variations stochastic field and a perturbing buffer-gas molecule. We igin the expansion coefficients of the wave function will pronore three-body effects and bound-state formation, viewing duce variations in o-. the binary interaction as occurring over the time scale of a gas kinetic collision (i.e., rcol_ 10-12 s). For completeness, B. Fine-grain averaged Schr~linger equation
we note that kinetic and electronic energy may be transferred to the molecule during the collision, though the details of this The tempaev of the expansin efficn process should have little influence on PM-to-AM conversion. Depending on the strength of the collisional perturbadl tion, the Rb atom's interaction with the field will be altered ih--= H14)= (H,+ VL+ VBG) 4 D, (8) during the encounter, and most likely "switched off" due to shifts of the atom's energy levels. Of course, the interruption of the field-atom interaction only lasts for the duration of the where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, VL is the perturbinary collision, and afterwards resumes. Since the mean atin deo therlas fieldiand Foi the perturaton time between Rb/buffer-gas collisions is roughly 2 arising from buffer-gas collisions. For the two-level atom, X 10-10 s for a buffer gas at standard temperature and presaser perturb sure, the actual time that the field-atom perturbation could be "off" is relatively small. Moreover, since the correlation VL /--tE0 ett-'-+C.c., 
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where j is the average laser frequency.
[t r ] With regard to the buffer gas, on a time scale that is long eih()=exp if 8o(t')dt'I, (14) compared to a binary encounter, we consider that these collisions only shift the atomic state energy levels. Of course, in the case of N 2 or other molecular buffer-gas species, nonrawhere (8 
(o(t))=0, (8&(t)Sco(t-r))= yFF(T)
, and yF is diative relaxation of the excited state will also occur (e.g., the linewidth of the laser field (FWHM). Then employing electronic to vibrational energy transfer) [19] . However, Eq. (14), formally solving Eq. (13), and making use of Eq. since the optical-absorption cross section depends on the co- (ij VBGJk)=hAk(t)S8k,
C. The average cross section where Ac(t) is a randomly varying shift of Ik)'s energy.
To
The average cross section
Sinc k he orrlatin tme or hes colisinal enrgy To obtain the average absorption cross section, we first Since the correlation time for these collisional energy shifts will be on the order of a gas-kinetic interaction time, note that for any S-correlated random process, x(t), with A (t) may be considered as 8 correlated. We, therefore, have (x(t))=0 and (x(t)x(t--))= yS(-), we have [20] (
Ac)=O and (A•(t)Ak(t-))=Y•GSjkS(Tr). Notice that if
/ rrf \ we define the random variable t(t) as Ac(t)-Ac(t), then exp _i x(t")dt" =ett'I/2. (16) given the zero mean, S-correlated nature of Ac(t) we have (ý)=0 and ((t(t-T))=(rG+ ?G)S(T)=BGS(r).
Consequently, averaging Eq. (15) over the laser fluctuations, Here, YBG is just the pressure-broadened linewidth [full we obtain in steady state width at half maximum (FWHM)] of the optical line shape.
In standard fashion [1] , the coupled equations for the ex- for the field tuned to resonance (i.e., = (Ee-AEg)h) we get d+iaAC(t)=i te.,g&°eiEb~t)/h egt' 2=iego ae (lla) We note that Eq. (17) is the standard result for peak absorpS2h tion cross section of a line shape, generalized here to include and laser-phase fluctuations [21] .
iiiegFoe-i0(t) D. Estimate of the correlation time of the cross section 2h aGiven the form of Eq. (15), it seems rather obvious that the cross-section fluctuations are not 8-correlated, and that at Considering the cross product of the expansion coefficients, a maximum the correlation time of the cross section should we find from Eqs. (11) 
sion.
To proceed, we write the phase fluctuations in terms of where N(t) is a temporally uncorrelated, unit-normal random instantaneous frequency fluctuations 8w(t) of the laser as deviate. Using Eq. (19), and with e-1, we have
Then, using Eqs. (24a) and (24b) in Eq. (23b), and evaluatt + 'r 1ing the integral, we have in steady state after some algebra
If rsatisfies the additional requirement that ýyfJ<• 1, then in
order of magnitude This then yields for the variance of the cross-section fluctua- tions  [or(t +,r) -(o,)]--{ o-(t) -(o')( I -L[A + YBG+ YF] .01. (21) is just (a), we can say that or(t + r) and o-(t) are correlated. We there estimate the correlation time of F. Measured variance within an experimental bandwidth the cross section's fluctuations r,, by setting this term someFor a stationary random process, it is well known that the what arbitrarily to 0.9(a), obtaining variance is equal to the integral of the power spectral density [23] . Thus, defining IX (f)1 2 as the power spectral density of (27
E. Variance of the cross section
In order to evaluate the variance of the cross-section flueConsequently, in order to measure the cross section's "true" tuations, we first need to compute the autocorrelation funcvariance, it is necessary to measure the fluctuations in a tion of oa (1) . From Eq. (15) we have bandwidth much larger than T 1. In the present experiment, we measured the cross-section fluctuations at low Fourier
ert+cos' e -. 
(0`2())=) 2, hIg ] e-2r'f er(+ 'b) which in combination with Eqs. (22) and (26) yields
"f <a< Thus, the rms cross-section fluctuations, and by Eq. (3) the laser RIN, depends on the product of the average absorption where t> and t< refer to the greater and lesser of ta and tb, cross section and a factor 77, which is related to the laser respectively.
linewidth and the degree of pressure broadening. Following a procedure similar to that described by Fox Figure 7 shows ro-rm as a function of nitrogen pressure P [20] in arriving at Eq. (16) double-resonance experiment. For completeness, Fig. 8 shows So'rm as a function of the laser linewidth for B = I Hz and P = 1 Torr N 2 . Again, the IV. DISCUSSION two solid curves show the influence of laser linewidth on (o-) and V. As noted previously in the case of laser RIN [10] ,
In the present work we have found both experimentally 8ar has an extremum in its dependence on laser linewidth, and theoretically that increasing buffer-gas pressure leads to which in the present analysis is seen to arise from the coma reduction in the efficiency of PM-to-AM conversion. This peting effects of (qr and 71on yF-For small laser linewidths, result, however, begs the question of its spectroscopic implian increase in the laser's phase noise increases q without cations. The sensitivity of a spectroscopy experiment is often having much effect on (o); while at larger laser linewidths, assessed in terms of a dimensionless quality factor F that increasing laser phase noise decreases (or) without depends on the average signal-to-noise ratio, (S)/N, and the affecting 17. transition's linewidth relative to its center frequency, A v1vo,
10-9
)F= larger F, the better the spectroscopic sensitivity of the E 10"11_1 1-2 experiment, all other things being equal. Typically, one con-
V (S)
(
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1037siders buffer-gas pressure to have no effect on the signal-to-1 noise ratio and to simply increase Av, thereby degrading spectroscopic sensitivity. However, as shown here, buffer-gas . A -pressure can have a significant influence on the signal-to-10-14 -"
10-5
noise ratio if this is limited by PM-to-AM conversion.
For a single-resonance" absorption experiment,
10-15- (31) of N 2 pressure under the assumption that the buffer gas has no effect on the signal-to-noise ratio. As the figure clearly where all, is the linewidth contribution due to optical shows, once pressure broadening exceeds the Doppler width, pumping [26] , A VSE is that due to spin exchange [27] , fl' is the spectroscopic quality factor increases with the buffer-gas the 0-0 transition pressure-broadening coefficient, and pressure, more than compensating for a reduction in spectrocr 2 P Lwave is the microwave power-broadening contribution scopic sensitivity due to the increased transition linewidth, to the linewidth [28] . (We can ignore Doppler broadening as Of course, buffer-gas pressure will not increase spectroa consequence of Dicke narrowing [29] .) In the Rb atomic scopic resolution indefinitely, since other noise processes, clock, aI1O+AvsE a 2 P/Lwai200 Hz, and
most notably shot noise, will eventually come to limit the =-0.3 Hz/Torr [30] . Following the previous discussion, F signal-to-noise ratio.
= Vhfs/I7Av0.0, and this quality factor is plotted in Fig. 9(b) , In the case of a double-resonance experiment, the lineagain, the dashed line shows F as a function of N 2 pressure width of the transition may be decoupled from the PMunder the assumption that the buffer gas has no effect on the to-AM conversion process. For example, consider the 0-0 signal-to-noise ratio. hyperfine transition of alkali atoms (i.e., IF= 1+ 2, mF=0) In both the single-resonance and double-resonance spec--IF=I-L, mF=0), where I is the nuclear spin), which is troscopic situations, we have the counterintuitive result that associated with the operation of the gas-cell atomic clock high buffer-gas pressure can lead to improved spectroscopic [24] . In this case, regarding Fig. 2(a) as an example, if a laser sensitivity, at least with regard to the limitations on sensitivis tuned to the Rb 87 5 2 Slt2(F= I )-5 2 ptt2(F' = 1,2) transiity imposed by PM-to-AM conversion. This is especially true tion, optical pumping will create a population imbalance bein the double-resonance situation, where the quality factor tween the F = 2 and F =I ground-state hyperfine levels. In can easily increase by an order of magnitude. In future studthe absence of microwaves, transmission of the laser through ies, it will be interesting to see if these spectroscopic implia vapor is then maximized due to the reduced number of cations prove valid, particularly in the case of doubleabsorbers in the F= 1 hyperfine level. However, if microresonance experiments, which have relevance to improving waves impinge on the vapor that are resonant with the 0-0 laser-pumped, gas-cell atomic clocks [31] . hyperfine transition, Vhfs (6835 MHz), atoms return to the F= I hyperfine level with a corresponding decrease in the transmitted light intensity. In this double-resonance situation,
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